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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi and welcome to the DTS Centrally Billed Account (CBA) Reconciliation Module Overview briefing.  My name is Ann Barkley and I am a member of the Travel Card Team for the Defense Travel Management Office (DTMO).  Our office provides oversight for the DTS CBA Reconciliation Module.Now lets run through our agenda for today.



Agenda 
 Types of Centrally Billed Accounts (CBA) 
 DTS CBA Reconciliation Module 
 Overview 
 Tools to Support Transportation Offices (TOs) 
 Initiate Amendment/Route for Approval 
 Duplicate Transaction 

 DoD Initiative 
 Service CBA Points of Contact 
 Resources 

 
* Speakers notes are available for those using a screen reader 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In today’s session I will be reviewing the different types of CBAs that are available in DTS.  I will then provide a high level overview of the CBA Reconciliation Module to include how it works, tools for Transportation Officers (TOs), two types of automatic adjustments in the module called Initiate Amendment and Route for Approval as well as Duplicate Transactions. We’ll then wrap up by identifing the various CBA DTAs for each of the Services and finally training resources available online for the CBA Recon Module.



Types of CBAs 
 Traditional CBA Reconciliation (GTCC Bin 4614-26) 
 No electronic invoicing occurs in the DTS CBA 

Reconciliation Module 
 Only makes account available for traveler 

authorizations 
 Invoice files sent to Commercial Travel Office (CTO) 

and account reconciled through traditional processes 
– Traditional processes vary for Service/Agencies 
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Presentation Notes
There are two types of CBA’s that are entered in DTS.The first type of CBA is what we refer to as a Traditional Account.  That account has a BIN (Bank Identification Number) or 26.  This type of account is a manual account and must be reconciled outside of DTS.The account is loaded into DTS which then allows for the traveler to use  the CBA during the creation of their travel  order for a complete travel cost to include the airfare.Invoices for this type of CBA are sometimes sent directly to the CTO for assistance with pre-reconciliation or can be completed directly by the Transportation Office.  Regardless of who receives the invoice initially, the Transportation Office will ultimately certify the invoice and must be certified and submitted to DFAS manually.   The reconciliation methods vary per Service/Agency and each have established their own business processes for processing the manual  CBA.



Types of CBAs (continued)  

 DTS CBA Reconciliation (GTCC BIN 4614-27) 
 Electronic invoicing occurs in DTS CBA Reconciliation 

Module 
 Allows authorized user(s) to reconcile transactions on 

Charge Card Vendor (CCV) invoice directly against the 
traveler’s DTS trip document 
 Allows authorized user(s) to certify invoices for payment 

upon completion of reconciliation 
– Government personnel ONLY 

 Transmits certified invoices to DFAS for payment 
 Transmits paid invoices to electronic archive  

(DMDC) 4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Second type of CBA loaded into DTS is the DTS CBA Reconciliation Account.  This account has a different BIN of 2700.When completing the application for a CBA, the site must be specific when selecting this type of CBA on the Citi application as it will refer to the BIN number of 27.This particular type of CBA is completely electronic.  The invoice is generated electronically.  From the receipt of the invoice in DTS to the actual Certification of the invoice .  All actions occur within DTS.The DTS CBA account allows for an organization to load the CBA  in DTS just as the Traditional CBA for travel authorizations for airfare.As the site is certifying an invoice – it does require a Government personnel to certify the invoice, but contractors can assist with reconciliation for which we will go into further details later.  The important point here that I am making is that only Government personnel may Certify the DTS invoice.Once the invoice is Certified, then the invoice will be electronically submitted to DFAS for payment and upon receipt of payment, the invoice will then archive in DTS (available thereafter).



CBA Reconciliation Module 
 DTS tool used to complete invoice reconciliation and 

certification electronically 
 Integrates three (3) separate entities/processes into one 

system/process 
– Financial management (obligation, certification, 

payment) 
– CTO (ticketing records) 
– Transportation (transaction validation/reconciliation) 

 Streamlines process to automate reconciliation and 
payment of CCV invoices for charges against the 
organization’s CBA 
 Reduces DFAS processing costs charged to the 

organization 
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Presentation Notes
The CBA Reconciliation Module was established and created in order to integrate the 3 components that encompass reconciliation:Financial Management – including obligations, certification and payment of invoicesCommercial Travel Office – access to all ticketing records via the DTS Travel document. Transportation -  Transaction validation through travel documents to include reconciliationBy integrating these three components DTS automates the reconciliation and payment of Charge Card Vendor (CCV) invoices for charges against the organization’s CBA.Finally, since the site is submitting their invoice electronically, the processing fees charged by DFAS is significantly reduced vs. what they would incur if they submitted the invoice traditional (manual).  



CBA Reconciliation Module (continued) 

 Access is based on permission level and role 
 Transportation Office (TO): Permission Level 4 with 

by-name access to invoices 
– Also referred to as “CBA Specialist” 

 CBA-DTA: Permission Level 7 with by-name access 
to account administrator functions 
 DTMO: Permission Level 9 with by-name access to 

system administrator functions 
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Presentation Notes
Access to the DTS CBA Recon Module is based on permission levels: There are multiple levels of access within the module and based on role will determine what permission level you  will need:Transportation Office – requires a Permission Level 4,  This is primarily all users of the module.  Access is granted on a by-name access to invoicesNote: a TO is also referred to as a CBA Specialist – the two titles are used interchangeablyCBA DTA – requires a permission level 7; again access granted by name.  The CBA DTAs have already been established for each Service and will be reviewed at the end of our presentation with the Points of Contacts DTMO – has permission level 9  as the Administrator of the CBA Recon Module.  



DTS Tools to Assist Transportation Officer 
 Report Scheduler 
 CBA TO Report 

 DTS Maintenance Tool 
 Routing List (Routing List Module) 

– Travel Mode Route 
 People List (People Module) 

– Validate: 
 GOVCC/Expirations 
 Non-Exempt Status 

 Note: Above is applicable for both traditional and DTS 
Reconciliation accounts – available from your DTA 
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Presentation Notes
There are multiple  tools that will assist the TO that can be used prior to implementation, as well as on-going maintenance.  Let’s review  them:Report Scheduler – CBA TO Report.  This report identifies all travelers using the  DTS organizations CBA for a specific time period.  This is a good report to use for identifying repeat users of the CBA and can be used to identify individuals that needs to have an IBA generatedDTS Maintenance Tool – within the Maintenance Tool  there are several tools available to assist the TO: The 1st report out of the Maintenance Tool is the Routing List  - Travel Mode Route. DTAs can make a change to the organizations routing list so that when a traveler creates a travel authorization and selects CBA as a method of payment – a step in the routing list would be triggered based off of the CBA method of payment and would require review and approval before going to the Approving Official.  Thus the TO is seeing  the transactions prior to the actual ticketing occuring.  This also allows for the TO to identify individuals that have an IBA and if needed, they can return the transaction back to the traveler and have them change the method of payment  from CBA to the travelers IBA. The 2nd report out of the Maintenance Tool is the People List .  By running this report for Card Details – you can identify those travelers that have expired credit card profiles in DTS, identify those profiles set to “Exempt” when they have a card – when it should be “Non Exempt”.  These profiles should be corrected otherwise it will result in the CBA defaulting as a method of payment as well as the audit flag for using the CBA method of payment will not appear for the Approving Official.Note: All of these reports apply to accounts that use both the Traditional CBA Account or the DTS CBA Reconciliation Account.



Transaction Matching Criteria 
 Primary 
 Ticket number  

–  Dollar amount 
–  Amount has been “approved” on latest version of 

DTS travel document and associated obligation 
has been accepted by DFAS 

–  Method of payment is CBA 
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Presentation Notes
In the CBA Recon Module DTS using the following methodology for auto-reconciliation of transactions.First…if there is a matching ticket number on the DTS travel document then the system will try to match on dollar amount, document status (obligation has successfully posted to the accounting system), and method of payment is equal to CBA.  If no matching ticket number is found the module automatically ‘jumps’ to try and match on the secondary criteria



Transaction Matching Criteria (continued) 

 Secondary (if no primary match) 
 Traveler name 
 Dollar amount 
 Amount has been “approved” on latest version of 

DTS travel document and associated obligation has 
been accepted by DFAS 
 Method of payment is CBA 
 Transaction date on CBA invoice versus ticket date in 

DTS; 60 day ‘window’ (+/- 30 days) 
 

 If no match on primary or secondary = unmatched…and 
CBA Specialist/TO must validate transaction and take 
action to match (or dispute if not valid) 
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Presentation Notes
If there is no match on the primary set of matching criteria, DTS will use a Secondary match based off of traveler name, dollar amount, document status, method of payment (CBA) and transaction date vs. ticket date in DTS.If DTS cannot identify a match using the primary and secondary matching criteria – the transaction will be classified as “unmatched” for which the TO will then need to manually reconcile.



DTS CBA Automated Process Flow 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to walk thru each portion of this slide in detail so you can see and understand how each process relates to and is dependent upon each of the other processes. Again, for those using a scan reader, the user notes on the next slide provide step by step description of the animated graphic.DFAS = Defense Finance Accounting Service- Also includes the various vendor pay/entitlement systemsGEX = Global ExchangeARC = Airline Reporting CorporationDMDC = Defense Manpower Data Center (archive)CTO = Commercial Travel OfficeCCV = Charge Card Vendor (Citi)DTS = Defense Travel SystemI’ll also briefly discuss potential “breaking points”  along the way…



DTS CBA Automated Process Flow 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to walk thru each portion of this slide in detail so you can see and understand how each process relates to and is dependent upon each of the other processes.  There are several acronyms on this screens so let’s review them:DFAS = Defense Finance Accounting Service- Also includes the various vendor pay/entitlement systemsGEX = Global ExchangeARC = Airline Reporting CorporationDMDC = Defense Manpower Data Center (archive)CTO = Commercial Travel OfficeCCV = Charge Card Vendor (Citi)DTS = Defense Travel SystemI’ll also briefly discuss potential “breaking points”  along the way…Step 1 - The process flow starts with the traveler creating their travel authorization in DTS.   They are going to select CBA as the method of payment for the airfare and then sign their document which will route to the CTO for booking. Step 2- The document will then continue routing to the Approving Official for approval.  Once the Approving Official stamps the document approved, DTS  will send an obligation (821 transaction) to the account system.  DTS uses GEX to translate the file from DTS language to the language that your accounting system can read.  Step 3 - Once the file is receive by DFAS, the obligation is posted  to the accounting system with the appropriate obligation based on the travel authorization.  Three days prior to the trip departure date, the CTO will then ticket the reservations.   Step 4 - Monthly, based on the cycle date selected during the CBA application form, the CCV will submit an electronic invoice to DTS.  DTS will then attempt to auto-reconcile the transaction based on the matching criteria to trip records we discussed.  Step 5 - At this point, the TO has a couple options available to him/her.  They can immediately hold any unmatched transactions and then certify the invoice.  This will increase the rebates available to the organization as you can pay transactions faster due the ability to certify partial invoices.  The 2nd option the TO has is that they can continue to work unmatched transactions and if necessary will make adjustment to travel documents and re-route for approval or contact the CTO for any transactions that need validation from them.  The module also allows for the TO to dispute transactions in the module.  I refer to this as a soft dispute as the only action this will take is being removed from the invoice.  The actual dispute process with Citi still needs to occur and the Dispute form will need to be completed and submitted in the allotted timeframe.  Step 7 - Once the TO decides to Certify the invoice – the transaction will flow much like the travel document did.  The invoice file will be electronically submitted to GEX who will then translate the file and submit the file to the Services/Component’s Vendor Pay Location at DFAS (810 transaction).  The Vendor Pay will then return a Positive Acknowledgement or Negative Acknowledgement just like with travel document and will then ultimately return the Advice of Payment/PAID notification (820 transaction).  Step 8 - Once the PAID stamp is received, DTS will then Archive the invoice with DMDC.



Account Setup (Add/Edit) Screen 
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Presentation Notes
Let’s now begin to explore the DTS CBA Reconciliation Module.  To being with we’ll review the Add New CBA Account screen, which you can also use for editing CBA information.  This screen is used by the CBA-DTA to create and add a new CBA Account number to DTS so it’s available for use by DTS Organizations.  The site enters the required data elements to establish the account.  DTS Organization and Transportation Officers are also added on this screen.  Up to 5 TO’s can be added to an account at any given moment.  The required fields of information on this screen is:CBA Transaction Account Number (the account number used by the CTO to bill the transportation costs)CBA Central Account Number (the account number where all transaction convert to at month end – the parent account)Expiration DateVendor Pay Location (only used if the site is using the DTS CBA Reconciliation Module)Agency (Name of the Service/Agency who owns and responsible for the CBA)Charge Code Vendor – CitiOrganizations – select all organizations that will have access to this CBATransportation Officers – up to 5 can be identified and these individuals will have access to the account for reconciliation in the moduleReconcile CBA Transactions (Yes/No) – used to identify that an electronic invoice will be received.The TO also has the ability to set their CBA default by Account or by DTS Organization on this screen by selecting the links at the tops of the screen.Again this screen will only be used by CBA-DTAs.



Open Invoices Summary Screen 
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Presentation Notes
The Open Invoice Summary screen is what I like to refer to as the “Inbox” for the TO.  This is the screen that will show you exactly what you are working on for your account.  The screen is divided up between four folders which we will discuss starting at the bottom of the screen.  The screen includes the CBA Account Label, the CBA Transaction Account #, Days since PPA Start (date file received from Citi), DTS Invoice Number, view links for the Invoice Summary (which includes a high level overview of the invoice.  The “Rejected Invoice” folder where all invoices that were rejected by the Vendor Pay for various reasons.  For example, with DAI, they will only accept DAI LOAs.  If the file include any Transfer For Others (TFO’s) DAI will reject the invoice as those transactions cannot be processed electronically.  The TO’s will receive a email from DTS identifying the reject for which they will need to correct a status on the invoice.  In order to work the rejected invoice , the Unmatch Invoice link in the Rejected Invoice folder would need to be selected.  The next folder up is the “Unmatched Invoices”.  This is primarily as a TO where you will be working as these will include all active invoices that still have transactions that needs to reconciled.  View links for the Invoice Summary and the Transaction Summary are available for the TO to select depending on what level of detail the TO wants to see.  The next folder up is “Awaiting Acknowledgment”  Once all transactions have been reconciled with either a matched/held/disputed/suspended status – the invoice will move to Awaiting Acknowledgement for which the TO will need to acknowledge with one click.  The TO can do this by selecting the “Acknowledge Invoice” link under this folder.  At this point the invoice will then move to “Awaiting Certification” where that corresponding link will be available where it displays “Certify Invoice” within this folder on the right of the screen.  Once the TO certifies the invoice – the invoice will then move off of this screen, but can always be reviewed anytime later by completing a search using CBA Search.The TO also has the ability to Search transactions on this screen by selecting the CBA Search link – but we will discuss that on a later screen.  The Transactions drop down box then allows for a TO to run a query based on certain transaction status – but it would apply to all CBA accounts the TO has access to vs. by using the CBA Search, the TO is only searching on one specific CBA.  The last link on this screen is the Compliance Report link which a TO can run a report to see how quickly they are reconciling transactions on an invoice from receipt to archiving.



Invoice Summary Screen 
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Presentation Notes
The Invoice Summary Screen shows the overview of certain invoices based on the search criteria that was entered on the search.  In this screenshot I want to review Invoice Numbers, Invoice Status and Invoice Transactions.  At the Invoice Summary level – all invoices will display the following information:Invoice NumberInvoice Create DateDTS Retrieved DateDTS Reconciled DateCBA Transaction Account NumberCBA Prompt Pay Start DateAcknowledgement (if in a status to Acknowledge Invoice the “Acknowledge Invoice” link will be available – otherwise it displays NA).Depending on the status of the invoice it could display (which are marked with a red highlight box):Total Transaction on InvoiceMatched Transactions on the InvoiceUnmatched Transactions on the InvoiceSuspended Transactions on the Invoice (waiting for payment of the corresponding debit transaction)Held Transactions on the InvoiceInvoice StatusInvoice Certification: will have N/A up to the point certified and then will have a date.All original invoices will be displayed in the recon module with a blue link.  By clicking on the link – the original CCV invoice can be displayed showing the same activity details as you would see on a regular hard copy invoice.  Invoice numbers that begin with an “I” represents an Interim invoice.  As you recall when we discussed the process flow – the recon module allows for you to submit an invoice with only partial transactions matched on the invoice vs. the traditional method which requires all transactions to be matched prior to certification.   In instances where you have placed previously held transactions back onto an active invoice – this invoice now represents an Interim invoice.  Invoices can also have various status such as Archived Accept, Auto-Reconciled and Awaiting Acknowledgment.  Each of these statuses represents a point of time within the invoice to identify if it’s still being reconciled (auto-reconciled), Awaiting Acknowledgement (all transaction reconciled and now moving towards Acknowledgement/Certification) and as well as Archived, which means the invoice has been certified, the Paid stamp has been received and the invoice has been archived . You can also identify a difference in the Invoice Transactions based on the various Invoice Status as with an invoice that is at Auto-Reconciled still has unmatched transactions – which is not the case for those at Awaiting Acknowledgement and Archived.



Search Report Criteria Screen 
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Presentation Notes
The CBA module allows for multiple means of searching for data elements in the module and above is only a partial listing of the various transaction status that be used for searching for transactions.The Search Report Criteria screen uses various elements to locate a CBA transaction and any of the following can be used on this screen:Report Type: Options are Invoice Summary, Transaction Summary, Transaction Detail and Organization.  Each report type provides a higher degree of data with the invoice Summary providing a high level of detail.  By selecting Transaction Summary or Transaction Detail, the following elements can also be used to search for a transaction:Traveler First NameTraveler Last NameTraveler SSNCBA Transaction Account Number (this is a required field)Invoice NumberTANUMTicket NumberInvoice Date Range (required element)By clicking on the Get Report link, based off of the elements used for the search – will generate a report of the transactions that fell within the parameters of the search.The Search Report Criteria screen 



Transactions – Held Screen 
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Presentation Notes
Another means of searching transactions is by clicking on the drop down arrow next to Transactions on the mail bar.  This allows for the searching of various status.  Again this differs only that it will display all transactions with that status for all CBA accounts that a TO is associated to.  This drop down box also is where a TO goes to pull held transactions back out onto an Interim invoice.



Initiate Amendment/Route for Approval 
 Initiate Amendment 

 Only to be used for dollar amount mismatches 
between CCV transaction and transaction reflected in 
DTS 

 Not to be used to add new tickets/fees not on the DTS 
trip record 

 Route for Approval 

 Used for authorizations at CTO amendment status 

 Ticket/fee information matches, but lacking POS ACK 
on document 
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Presentation Notes
There are two mechanisms in the DTS CBA Module that will allow for automatic adjustments of ticket values in a travel voucher with no intervention needed with the traveler.  The adjustment will be made via the module and will automatically route to the reviewing and approving official associated to the routing list used on the travel document.  Initiate Amendment is used primarily for any dollar amount mismatches between CCV transactions and transaction amounts reflected in DTS.  It is not to be used to add new tickets and CTO fees on the DTS trip record.  Once initiated it will lock the transactions and automatically route the trip for approval and upon approval will auto-match.Likewise- the Route for Approval is then used for any Authorization that remains at CTO Amendment..  This is used for CTO Fees that are lacking the POS ACK as these are not obligated yet.



Duplicate Transaction 
 Status of a transaction in DTS 
 A duplicate transaction found in a CBA invoice based 

on previously reconciled and paid transactions 
 Transaction is placed in an unmatched status with a 

duplicate classification in the invoice 
 This does not automatically imply a duplicate charge 
 Do not dispute charge until validated 

 Requires research by the TO/CBA specialist 
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Presentation Notes
The recon module will even identify potential “Duplicate Transactions”.  In almost all cases upon research, DTS has identified that these are not duplicate transactions, but found to have been previously reconciled using the same ticket number.  DTS will place these transactions in a Unmatched status with a “Duplicate” classification in the invoice.  More times than not these represents multiple CTO Fees for a single user due to ticketing changes and the DTS travel document is only reflecting one of the tickets.  Do not dispute these transaction – they must be researched by the TO/CBA Specialist and resolved.



DoD Initiative – CBA Reconciliation 
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Service and Agency CBA DTA Points of 
Contact 
 Air Force: DTS3@pentagon.af.mil 

 Army: armycbarequest@dfas.mil 

 GFEBS Help Desk: gfebs.helpdesk@accenture.com 

 USMC: dtsmcst@urs.com 

 Navy:  gregory.t.farrell.ctr@navy.mil 

 Defense Agencies/Joint Commands: Submit a help desk 
ticket via TraX (DTMO Supports) 
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Presentation Notes
As indicated previously – each service has established the Service CBA DTAs.  You can reach your perspective service at the following email addresses:Air Force: af.dts@pentagon.af.milArmy: armcbarequest@dfas.mil	- GFEBS Help Desk: gfebs.helpdesk@accenture.comUSMC: dtsmcst@urs.comNavy: gregory.t.farrell.ctr@navy.milDefense Agencies/Joint Commands: are represented by the DTMO and to contact us, please submit a help desk ticket via TraX.

mailto:DTS3@pentagon.af.mil
mailto:armycbarequest@dfas.mil
mailto:gfebs.helpdesk@accenture.com
mailto:dtsmcst@urs.com
mailto:gregory.t.farrell.ctr@navy.mil


Resources 
 DTMO Website (http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil) 
 Access  elearning, instructor resources, and reference 

materials through Training Resource Lookup Tool    
  Travel Explorer (TraX) (http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/passport) 

 Instructor-led materials, Distance Learning (F-200 CBA 
Reconciliation Overview: Slides; F-205 CBA 
Reconciliation Advanced), CBA User Manual – Chapter 
3, CBA Desk Reference – Appendix E of CBA User 
Manual 

  Travel Assistance Center (TAC) – 24 hours/7 days a week 
 1-888-Help1-Go (1-888-435-7146) (Overseas:  Use DSN 

to dial directly) or submit a Help Ticket through the 
Tickets section of TraX 
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Presentation Notes
There are various resources available for the DTS CBA Recon conciliation Module.  The DTMO Website can be access for elearning, instructor resources and reference materials at the Training Resources Lookup Tool. The Travel Explorer (TraX) has access to manuals, distance learning courses (to include the two courses that are specific to CBA Reconciliation F200 CBA Reconciliation Overview and F205 CBA Reconciliation Advanced) as well as the Instructor-led materials. Finally, the Travel Assistance Center (TAC) is available 24X7 for which we also have a dedicated team of representatives who specifically have been trained to handle CBA reconciliation trouble tickets.

http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/
http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/passport


Training Resource Lookup Tool 
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Presentation Notes
For those of you that are not familiar with the Training Resource Lookup Tool it can be access directly from the DTMO website �(http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil) and clicking on the “Training Resources Lookup Tool” link on the right side of the screen under “Travel Tools” list. From there you can identify the specific lookup parameters and it will then create a listing of available training resources that can be download.I hope I have been able to provide you an thorough overview of the Travel Card Team at the DTMO as well as provide insight into future initiatives that the DTMO is working on for the DoD community.If you have any additional questions, I will take them now.
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